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VISUAL MEDIA DEVELOPER – AMHERST CINEMA 

 

JOB DESCRIPTION:  

Amherst Cinema seeks a talented visual storyteller to produce inspiring media content 

consistent with the excellence of our programming. We are a nonprofit, independent movie theater 

that depends on the goodwill and financial support of Members and donors. The Visual Media 

Developer produces video and photos that compellingly depict the value of our work, with the goal of 

attracting new patrons and inspiring community support. This content is primarily displayed on our 

theater screens and via our social media presence. 

The Visual Media Developer reports to and works closely with our Creative Manager. After a 

training period, the Visual Media Developer will be expected to work semi-autonomously, so the ideal 

candidate will be self-motivated, confident in their decision-making, and adaptive to feedback. 

Attention to detail, ability to adhere to branding and style guides, and an apropos sense of creativity, 

style and humor are also important. 

Hours are divided roughly equally between event capturing and video production, though 

there will be periods of more frequent events or increased production demand. 

Live events often occur on weeknights (sometimes 2 or more times a week), so flexible evening 

availability is essential. Live events to be captured include interviews with guests, panel discussions, 

and question and answer sessions with audiences in our theaters. 

 Video production duties include writing and directing short-form narrative works, creating 

film series trailers from existing film footage, editing and archiving captured live events, and more. 

Production hours must have some overlap with weekday office hours (9am-5pm).  

 A Canon C100 is available to shoot on, and the Adobe Suite on a Mac is available for video 

production.  Candidates should be able to produce the needed content using this equipment and some 

additional accessories available in-house, but are welcome to provide their own additional equipment.  

 

NECESSARY SKILLS:  

- Proficiency shooting with digital video and audio recording equipment 

- Video and sound editing experience in Adobe Suite or comparable software 

- Comfort with managing and directing interviewees, volunteers, and actors 

- Experience working with social media 

- Experience with event and portrait photography 

- Motion graphics / video effects experience with Adobe AfterEffects desirable 

- Graphic design and typography experience / understanding desirable 

- Knowledge of indie film, foreign film, film culture and film history a plus! 

 

COMPENSATION:  

Hourly wage commensurate with experience. Expected hours are 15-20 per week. This 

position is eligible for earned sick time and 403(b) retirement plan. 


